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TRANE XB13C PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONER
Your Profit-ability
Sell-ability
Industry leader; solid brand reputation
Clean, sleek lines; attractively updated design
Great reliability and durability
Quiet operation
All-steel cabinet with appliance-grade finish

Install-ability
Residential or commercial
Easily converted for horizontal
or vertical applications

TRANE LIMITED WARRANTY
5-year compressor and coil
5-year functional parts

Factory built 12” and 18” duct covers
for extra-clean, horizontal installation
Panhead screws on supply and return
panel for flush-fit duct connections

Service-ability
Easy access to compressor, blower and controls
Liquid-line port in compressor compartment
Drain pan is extra deep and steeply
sloped to ensure drainage

Performance-ability
Durable weather-beater top easily sheds water
All-aluminum Spine Fin™ coil for
long-lasting performance
Energy-saving Vortica™ blower
provides stronger airflow – quietly

Rely-ability

HELP YOUR CUSTOMERS STAY COOL, COMPETITIVELY.
The TRANE XB13c packaged air conditioner offers both the

environment year-round. And with features like our exclusive

Climatuff compressor

unmatched quality and reliability of Trane and the convenience of

all-aluminum Spine Fin™ coil, high-capacity Vortica™ blower and

Weatherguard

a packaged unit. Its understated cabinet design blends beautifully

appliance-grade finish, the hard-working XB13c will be delivering

with any architectural style, while its smart mechanical design

consistent comfort for years to come.

®

TM

corrosion-resistant fasteners

Extra-rigid, foil-faced insulation for cleaner,
longer performance

offers quiet operation. The XB13c can also be paired with comfort
controls and an optional electric heater kit for an ideal indoor

Quiet operation
Features like our advanced Vortica blower
®
and Climatuff compressor keep sound
levels down.
TM
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Reliable performance

Contemporary updated design

Comfort control

Precision engineering, design innovation
and rigorous testing for reliable, long-lasting
performance and durability.

The sleek styling of the XB13c complements
any home exterior.

Give your customers better comfort control
with a Trane digital or programmable
thermostat.
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TRANE XB13C PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONER
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Advanced system uses less energy to produce more
airflow with minimal sound. Slides out for easy service.
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Climatuff® compressor
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All-aluminum Spine Fin™ coils
Thousands of tiny aluminum fins provide a larger surface
area, resulting in enhanced airflow and heat transfer.
Less likely to clog or corrode than traditional copper/
aluminum coils — even under the harshest conditions.

6

Durable weather-beater top
Contoured and reinforced to shrug off the elements year
after year.

The standard for reliable operation. Delivers superior
durability, cost-saving efficiency and quiet operation.

3
Features and components may vary by model
and are shown for illustration purposes only.

Composite Vortica™ blower

Appliance-grade finish
All-steel cabinet with baked-on powder paint for smooth,
safe edges and years of protection.

6

Embossed service panels
Allow easy access to compressor, blower and controls.

7

Optional electric heater kits
A full range of electric heaters available for all models.
(not shown)

Warranties generate additional income.

TRANE XB13c PACKAGED AIR CONDITIONER MODELS
XB13c Series
Model

Actual
SEER

Sound
Rating (dB)

Nominal
Tonnage

Height
(Inches)

Width
(Inches)

Depth
(Inches)

4TCC3018

13.00

74

1.5

35.56

48.84

41.31

4TCC3024

13.00

76

2.0

35.56

48.84

41.31

4TCC3030

13.00

75

2.5

35.56

48.84

41.31

4TCC3036*

13.00

76

3.0

35.56

48.84

41.31

4TCC3042

13.00

78

3.5

37.56

58.56

44.31

4TCC3048*

13.00

80

4.0

37.56

58.56

44.31

4TCC3060*

13.00

79

5.0

39.56

58.56

44.31

Trane extended warranties create additional income. Selling extended
warranties is another way to protect your customers and generate future
business.

It all adds up to a stellar reputation.
We know that when you recommend our products to your loyal customers
you are placing your livelihood and reputation in our hands. We salute
your expertise in delivering Trane technology and innovation to your
customers – making their homes a better place for living. You are the
reason we can say, “expect more from Trane.”

*Also available in 3 phase

trane.com
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